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Some reader might think that, due to some virus or bug 
he dropped into a wrong webpage. 

Nevertheless, NO!
The historical image has been drawn by the archive of the most famous 

department store in Italy.
A real institution, awarded in 2016 as “best department store in the 

world”.

La Rinascente



La Rinascente

 Alternatively, maybe would you prefer we show you this image again?
You remember for sure, “The allegory of spring” by Sandro Botticelli, we showed you some time ago, describing its genesis.
In any case, this is period during each year when winter is facing its strength to fade and everyone starts to smell the first scents of yearly 
renaissance.
The period of passage when we all would like to have passed the bridge and entered into the season of flowers; season about which we only 
see its shy blossoms, but not yet the explosion of colors and scents that here in a while will inebriate us.
Anyway, let us come back to the history we would like to tell you in a few lines, and which represents a typical history of Italian spirit that 
characterizes BORMA too.
 In 1865 two brothers, Luigi and Ferdinando Bocconi, opened in Santa Radegonda Street, Milan center, the first shop in Italy where ready-
made suits were sold. They followed the example of “Le Bon Marché”, a big store opened in Paris in 1838 where it had banged.
This idea had outstanding success also in Italy; such a great success drove the brothers to open another department store in the neighbor 
Duomo Square (the main square in Milan) in 1877, followed then by “Grandi Magazzini Italiani” in Naples and others during the 20th 
century.
After Senator Borletti took over the business (in 1917, exactly one century ago), the stores headed on fashion, engaging to increase 
immediately quality of stuff, though keeping prices stable.
The scope was to have a “democratic” approach to market, i.e. attracting customers coming both from upper and medium-low classes.  To 
increase the availability of the department store, it was enriched with several side activities, like a bank and a post office.
Gabriele D’Annunzio, great Italian poet and writer, in 1917 gave the store its final name, “La Rinascente” (which mean “renaissance”) after 
its rebuilding which had followed the big fire which completely destroyed the store. Therefore, the store itself became a place where many 
artists were used to meet. Witness of this is its advertisement campaign, drawn by Marcello Dudovich, one of the fathers of modern Italian 
bills and posters. Gio Ponti, one of the most famous designers in the whole 20th century, designed a furniture line. 
We can say without any doubt that since then, La Rinascente passed unscathed economy crisis (like the one in 1929), fire (another one in 
1921) and war (during 2nd World War Milan was heavily bombed).
It raised up, like the Arab phoenix, this time not legendary but real, and each time stringer than before!



Its Majesty
THE PARQUET 
FLOORING

In addition, as a symbol of Italian luxury and design, inside the most 
celebrated and luxurious department store in the world (asking for 
forgiveness to Dubai and Abu Dhabi ones!), most floors are covered with



To protect it and turn it even more fashionable, 

at the same time respecting the nature, BORMA proposes a set of 

specific products, strictly eco-friendly, which are the ideal dress for this 

posh floor.

ECO PREMIUM PARQUET OIL - cod. VOC4951

VOC free. Ideal for any indoor wooden floor, raw or stained. Made with 
raw materials from renewable resources, this product protects the surfaces 
enhancing their natural beauty with a pleasant satin and natural effect.
For professional use.

ECO PREMIUM PARQUET OIL HS - cod. VOC4951HS 

VOC free. Ideal for any indoor wooden floor, raw or stained. Made with 
raw materials from renewable resources, this product protects the surfaces 
enhancing their natural beauty with a pleasant satin and natural effect.
For professional use. High Solid version for higher protection.

PARQUET OIL 2K - cod. 49512K

Blend of high quality natural oils and waxes, with 100% solid content 
and VOC free, suitable for catalysis, that reduces the drying times and 
improves performances. It gives an excellent level of protection keeping 
a pleasant natural effect: the highest result with almost no environmental 
impact. Available also in the waxy version Hardwax Parquet Oil 2K. 
For professional use.



Spring
When speaking 
about “renaissance” every year, in a period 
between mid-February to mid-March in Northern 
hemisphere, the nature shakes off its winter flakes 
and shows what in a couple of months will be its 
best face.



The one shown above it the painting which symbolized the Italian Renaissance : the “Ideal City”.
Nobody knows who painted it and its attributions include, among others, the great Piero della Francesca.
No matter who painted it.
What is important is that, after a dark era, lasted not 23 months but about 1,000 years, Italy was reborn more 
amazing than ever. The period following this painting was, artistically speaking, an era unique in the world for 
its richness in artists, thriving of ideas, masterpieces beauty, not only pictorial or architectural, but also literary, 
philosophical and even culinary.

Just a single example among all related to the one recognized as the “Cuisine par excellence”: the 
Medici one in 16th century Florence:

Buontalenti ice-cream 
Bernardo Buontalenti realized the famous Florentine ice-cream in 1559 

expressely in honor of Cosimo de’ Medici, on the occasion of the grand 
opening for Belvedere Fortress, projected by Cosimo. It had the aim 

to astonish Italian and foreign guests with a dessert refined, unusual 
and never tasted before. 

This sweet passed so unspoiled through the centuries, that it was 
proposed during Milan Expo 2015.
Do you think we are getting out of hand, jumping among 
contemporary Italian history, history of art and cuisine? 
Actually, the common thread is one, we told at the beginning, 

and it is the concept of “renaissance” which walks aside us in the 
period preceding Spring.



During this period, not only trees are blossoming 

but, consistently, BORMA too get its initiatives blossomed. Initially, its 
whole program of courses to be held in 2017 at BORMA ACADEMY.

There are also some specialties which are ideal to help wood to be reborn, 
giving it a new life in a fully natural way. Nature feeds nature, in this biological circle 
where men has simply to extract its best components, refine and turn them to fit the 
scope. Then, among the natural oils  which BORMA proposes, we find



TUNG OIL - cod. 3990

Obtained from Tung tree, it’s a traditional product for wood finishing and for the 
preparation of oil paints and inks. When used outdoors with regular maintenance, 
it gives a good protection from weathering. It’s suitable for surfaces in contact with 
food.

RAW LINSEED OIL - cod.3996

It can be used as base and top coat for indoor wooden surfaces, with natural effect. 
It penetrates deeply in the wood, giving to the surface a bright but not glossy look. 
Traditionally used also for the preparation of oil paints.

BOILED LINSEED OIL - cod.3980

Linseed oil, filtered and boiled with traditional systems, resin free. It gives a bright 
finishing to raw or stripped wood, indoors or outdoors.
Traditionally used with mineral pigments, as well as for the protection of terracotta 
and other porous materials.

ECO PREMIUM EXTERIOR WOOD OIL - VOC0378

Blend of natural oils, ready to use and VOC free. Odorless and with high solid content, 
it’s easy to apply and ideal for any exterior wooden surface. It does not crack or peel off, 
so it’s very easy to maintain (no sanding required). Available clear or colored with Oil 
Pigments.

DECKING OIL 2K - cod. 49712K

Blend of natural oils, VOC free, special  for the protection of exterior wooden surfaces. 
Enriched with UV filters and preservants, it grants a high protection from weathering 
and biological agents.
The catalysis improves the performances making it ideal for the finishing of exotic 
wood decks.
Available as clear version or coloured with Oil Pigments.

If we would like to pass from a treatment strictly connected with tradition to 
another high tech one, though strictly respecting Nature and woodcraftsmen. 



Waiting For Spring

The season of “rebirth” is the one when 
we would like time to pass faster, to shake off chill, fog, smog and 
start enjoying blossoming of Nature.
How could we anticipate as much as possible the arrival of Spring 
without using a time machine?
As always, our fantasy responds us. Whatever best than a fantasy 
satisfying eyes and mouth at the same time? 
Voilà, dish (sorry, dishes) served.

We could fill up pages and pages with colorful salades which 
can satisfy both health nuts and vegans, but also unrepentant 
carnivorous.
All made with typically wintry raw materials but whose colors 
are related to spring, when our fantasy will play around, joining 
tasty salads with beautiful (and eatable) flowers. 
This is also the time to refresh our wooden kitchen tools: cutting 
boards, tables and salad bowls.

Ok, but how could we? We cannot allow that foodstuffs come in 
touch with these tools absorbing “chemical” smells!
Even in this BORMA is ready to help you, thanks of its. 

KITCHENWARE OIL - cod.4989

VOC free oil, made with natural raw materials, ideal for the 
treatment of bare or oiled wooden cutting boards, flatware and 
kitchen tools. Easy to use, can be regularly applied to keep the 
proper protection on the surface.



This is one among the several BORMA specialties about which the word “environmental friendly”,today much 
misused cannot entirely define the product. 
On the contrary, it diminish it, since we are speaking about totally natural products, VOC free and which can come into contact 
with foodstuffs without altering their taste features.
A legitimate question may rise: who says that?
For sure, not BORMA itself, but IBR, which is the most accredited institute in Europe (if not world-wide) for tests and analysis. 

Once again 
BORMA is cutting-edge not only in 
protecting Wood, our great and precious 
Friend, but in protecting and respecting 
MEN.
Let’s look then with great optimism at the 
next challenges, as we are sure we can be 
ready to face them




